The Brezin-Gross-Witten tau function is a tau function of the KdV hierarchy which arises in the weak coupling phase of the Brezin-Gross-Witten model. It falls within the family of generalized Kontsevich matrix integrals, and its algebro-geometric interpretation has been unveiled in recent works of Norbury. We prove that a suitably generalized Brezin-Gross-Witten tau function is the isomonodromic tau function of a 2 × 2 isomonodromic system and consequently present a study of this tau function purely by means of this isomonodromic interpretation. Within this approach we derive effective formulae for the generating functions of the correlators in terms of simple generating series, the Virasoro constraints, and discuss the relation with the Painlevé XXXIV hierarchy.
Introduction and results
The Brezin-Gross-Witten (BGW) tau function τ (t; ν) is a formal tau function of the modified KortevegdeVries (mKdV) hierarchy; it depends on infinitely many "times" t = (t 0 , t 1 , t 2 , ...) which are the usual flows of the KdV hierarchy, while the parameter ν ∈ Z plays the role of a discrete time of the hierarchy (it is possible to regard ν as an arbitrary complex parameter).
This tau function arises in the weak coupling phase of the BGW model [GW80, BG80] and was studied in [GN92, MMS96, Ale16, DN16] ; we review the definition of τ (t; ν) along with its relation with the BGW model in Sec. 1.1 below.
The first few terms of its formal expansion read τ (t; ν) = 1 + 1 − 4ν 2 16 t 0 + (1 − 4ν 2 )(9 − 4ν 2 ) 1024 (t 1 + 2t 2 0 ) (1.1)
2 )(9 − 4ν 2 )(25 − 4ν 2 ) 32768 (t 2 + 2t 0 t 1 ) + (1 − 4ν 2 )(9 − 4ν 2 )(17 − 4ν 2 ) 24576 t 3 0 + · · · .
In [Nor17] the author has found the algebro-geometric interpretation of τ (t; ν = 0) as a generating function of intersection numbers on the moduli spaces M g,n of stable curves of genus g with n marked points, a result which parallels the Witten-Kontsevich Theorem [Wit91, Kon92] . More precisely, in [Nor17] the author constructed certain cohomology classes Θ g,n ∈ H 2(2g−2+n) (M g,n ; Q) for all g, n ≥ 0 such that 2g − 2 + n ≥ 1. He also proved that log τ (t; ν = 0) = 1 16 t 0 + 9 1024 t 1 + 1 64 t where ψ j ∈ H 2 (M g,n ; Q) is, as customary, the first Chern class of the cotangent line bundle at the j-th marked point, j = 1, ..., n; the dimensional constraint implies g = ℓ 1 + · · · + ℓ n + 1 in (1.2).
Conjecturally [Ale16, ABT17] the ν-dependence of τ (t; ν) should encode the open version of the intersection numbers constructed in [Nor17] .
The main aim of this paper is to interpret the BGW tau function as an isomonodromic tau function, see details below. This isomonodromic approach allows us to explicitly compute all these intersection numbers by means of the formulae of Thm. 1.1 below.
To state the theorem, let us introduce the the generating functions S n (z 1 , ..., z n ; ν), for n ≥ 1, S n (z 1 , ..., z n ; ν) := and for all n ≥ 2 we have S n (z 1 , ..., z n ; ν) = (−1)
n−1 n ι∈Sn tr (U(z ι1 ; ν) · · · U(z ιn ; ν)) (z ι1 − z ι2 ) · · · (z ιn−1 − z ιn )(z ιn − z ι1 ) − z 1 + z 2 (z 1 − z 2 ) 2 δ n,2 . (1.6) Thm. 1.1 is proven in Sec. 2.3. Note that U(z; ν) is a power series in z whose coefficients are polynomials in ν. Moreover, U(z; ν) satisfies the following identity U(z; −ν) = 1 0 −ν 1 U(z; ν) 1 0 ν 1 (1.7)
from which we conclude, using (1.6), that the BGW tau function is invariant under ν → −ν, namely all the coefficients in the expansion of the BGW tau function are even polynomials in ν.
In particular when ν is a half-integer, U(z; ν) is actually a Laurent polynomial in z which reflects the fact that the BGW tau function is a polynomial in this case; see [Ale16] for a description of these polynomials in terms of Schur polynomials.
As an application of Thm. 1.1 we can derive explicit formulae for the intersection numbers of [Nor17] by setting ν = 0; more precisely, identifying 
and for all n ≥ 2 we have ℓ1,...,ℓn≥0
With the aid of these formulae we have computed several intersection numbers reported in the tables of App. A. Remark 1.3. From (1.9) we can write a closed form for the generating function of the one-point intersection numbers as follows
where U(a, b, z) is the Tricomi confluent hypergeometric function [AS65] , and symbol ∼ denotes the equality as asymptotic expansion, which here is valid as X → 0 within the sector Re X > 0.
The identification of the Brezin-Gross-Witten tau function as an appropriate isomonodromic tau function allows us also to derive independently the Virasoro constraints for this model, already known in the case ν = 0 from [GN92, MMS96, DN16] and in the general case from [Ale16] by other methods. In concrete terms, we introduce the following differential operators;
(1.13) Theorem 1.4. The Virasoro operators annihilate the BGW tau function;
(1.14)
The proof of Thm. 1.4 is contained in Sec. 2.4. Note that the situation is slightly different from the Witten-Kontsevich case, where the Virasoro constraints include the equation L −1 τ = 0.
Below we provide details on the approach and on the main results; proofs are deferred to Sec. 2.
The Brezin-Gross-Witten tau function
We consider a partition function [GW80, BG80] given by the following unitary matrix integral
where dU denotes the normalized Haar measure on the unitary group U n , Un dU = 1. The parameter g is the coupling constant and the external field J is a complex n × n matrix; however, as emphasized in the notation Z n (Λ; ν), the partition function (1.15) actually depends only on the eigenvalues of the Hermitian matrix Λ defined in (1.15). Without loss of generality we are going to assume that Λ is diagonal with eigenvalues λ 1 , ..., λ n . The parameter ν in (1.15) was absent in the original formulation of the model and is added here to match with the generalization introduced in [MMS96, Ale16] . Interestingly, this type of generalization had appeared also in the Physics literature on QCD, see e.g. [LS92, JSV96, AW98] .
It was first argued in [MMS96] that Z n (Λ; ν) can be identified with a generalized Kontsevich model [KMM + 92] with non-polynomial potential M −1 + ν log M , see (1.17) below. We now describe this relationship in detail.
First, by a character expansion it is possible to compute [Bal00, SW03]
where I α (x) denote the modified Bessel functions of the first kind of order α [AS65] , and 
where H n (γ) := {M = U diag(x 1 , ..., x n )U † : U ∈ U n , x j ∈ γ}, γ being a contour from −∞ encircling zero with positive index and going back to −∞. With the help of the Harish-ChandraItzykson-Zuber formula one can show that
.
(1.18)
Comparing (1.18) with (1.16) we finally conclude that
(1.19) Remark 1.5. In (1.15) ν must be an integer, as the function det ν U is otherwise multi-valued on U n . In (1.17) ν can be any complex number such that ν = 1, 2, 3...; notice however that such poles come from the normalizing denominator in (1.17) only.
In the weak coupling phase g → 0, i.e. on the large Λ limit, we consider the expression [Ale16] τ n (λ 1 , ..., λ n ; ν) := (2π) n 2 n i,j=1
∆(λ 1 , ..., λ n ) (1.20) which admits a regular asymptotic expansion as |λ j | → ∞ within the multi-sector | arg λ j | < π 2 − δ; this is easily seen because the Bessel functions have the following regular asymptotic expansion
. It is known that such an expansion for large Λ can be written as n → ∞ as a formal power series in the odd Miwa variables
This formal power series is by definition the BGW tau function. More concretely, the limit n → ∞ means that the expansion of (1.20) is a symmetric formal series in λ
n , which can therefore be expressed in terms of the symmetric polynomials p k = k −1 λ −k j ; the coefficients in front of any monomial in the p's then stabilize for n → ∞ and vanish for monomials involving even p's. A complete proof of these statements can be extracted from [IZ92] or [Dic03, Chap. 14].
The bare ODE
The strategy of our proof involves the dressing of a bare Riemann Hilbert problem; this is the RiemannHilbert problem induced by the Stokes' phenomenon of a linear ODE in the complex plane, which we refer to as the "bare ODE". To formulate this bare problem we fix two angles α 1 , α 2 in the range
and define Σ to be the contour in the z-plane consisting of the three rays z < 0, arg z = α 1 , arg z = α 2 , see Fig. 1 . Introduce the following 2 × 2 matrix Ξ(z), analytic for z ∈ C \ Σ:
(1.24) where I α (x), K α (x) are the modified Bessel functions of order α of the first and second kind respectively [AS65] and we stipulate henceforth that all the roots are principal. Note that we are implying the dependence on ν.
The following proposition is elementary and the proof is omitted.
Proposition 1.6. In every sector of C \ Σ the following statements hold true.
3 I.e. an asymptotic expansion in integer powers of λ only, e.g. without exponential factors.
1. The following ODE is satisfied;
2. We have the asymptotic expansion below;
where
Moreover, the matrix Ξ(z) satisfies the following jump condition along Σ;
where ± denote boundary values as in Fig. 1 and S(z) is the following piecewise constant matrix defined on Σ;
(1.29)
Figure 1: Contour Σ, and notation for the boundary values.
1.3 Extension of τ n (λ 1 , ..., λ n ; ν)
For later convenience we introduce an extension of τ n (λ 1 , ..., λ n ; ν), defined in (1.20), having the same regular asymptotic expansion when the λ j 's go to infinity within arbitrary sectors of the λ-plane, not only within a sector | arg λ j | < π 2 − δ for any δ > 0, as for (1.20). The strategy is parallel to that of [BC17] . 4 Hereafter we denote ′ = d dz . 5 We use the Pauli matrices σ 1 = 0 1 1 0 and σ 3 = 1 0 0 −1 .
We introduce, for −π < arg λ < π and k ≥ 1, the functions
(1.30)
The motivation behind this convoluted definition is that the above functions have the same asymptotic expansion
in every sector of −π < arg λ < π appearing in the definition (1.30).
Remark 1.7. Note that
(1.32)
By construction τ n (λ 1 , ..., λ n ; ν) has the same regular asymptotic expansion when the λ j 's go to ∞ in every sector of the complex plane, see (1.31). Notice that τ n (λ 1 , ..., λ n ; ν) = τ n (λ 1 , ..., λ n ; ν) provided that α1 2 < arg λ j < α2 2 .
Schlesinger transformations
Following the strategy already applied in [BC17, BR17], we consider a dressing of the bare ODE (1.25). This is conveniently expressed in terms of the Riemann-Hilbert problem (RHP) 1.8 below. Fix n ≥ 0, and λ 1 , ..., λ n ∈ C \ Σ; from now on we imply dependence on this data. Introduce
where the notation ± refers to the boundary values as in Fig. 1 ; the distinction between boundary values is only important along z < 0. The matrices M n read more explicitly
(1.36)
the growth condition at zero
and the normalization condition at infinity
for some constant a n independent of z.
Remark 1.9. The jump on the negative semi-axis z < 0 in RHP 1.8 is due to the multi-valuedness of √ z. The position of this cut is completely arbitrary. By considering the analytic continuation beyond this cut we find that
which in turn implies the following symmetry property
Hence the coefficients in front of even, resp. odd, powers of
Remark 1.10. The conditions (1.38) and (1.39) are required to ensure uniqueness of the solution to the RHP (1.8). The growth condition (1.38) is necessary as the product of the jump matrices at z = 0 is not the identity matrix. The necessity of the normalization condition (1.39) is explained as follows; indeed one may require the simpler boundary behaviour
However this would not uniquely fix the solution as follows from the identity
which would leave us with a one-parameter family of solutions, obtained one from the other by left multiplication by a matrix 1 0 β 1 , β ∈ C. It follows from the same identity (1.42) that the condition (1.39) removes this ambiguity. This gauge fixing is chosen purely because of certain later convenience (see Lemma 1.14) and is otherwise entirely arbitrary. Indeed the tau function to be defined shortly (see Rem. 1.11 below) is invariant under any transformation multiplying Γ n on the left by an arbitrary constant (in z) matrix.
The matrix Ξ(z)e −2 √ zσ3 satisfies the jump condition (1.37) and the growth condition (1.38) for n = 0 but the asymptotic expansion (1.26) does not meet the requirement (1.39). However we have
which does fulfill (1.39), with a 0 = 1−4ν 2 32 . Hence from now on we define
which is by construction the solution to the full RHP 1.8 for n = 0.
Suppose now that the solution Γ n (z) to RHP 1.8 exists; then the matrix
(1.45) has constant jumps along Σ, therefore it satisfies a compatible system of linear ODEs
where A n (z) is a rational function with simple poles at z = 0, λ 2 1 , ..., λ 2 n only while Ω 1,n (z),..., Ω n,n (z) are rational functions with simple poles at z = λ 2 1 , ..., λ 2 n only, as a consequence of the Liouville Theorem; compare with the growth condition (1.38). The system (1.46) is an isomonodromic system in the sense of [JMU81] , whose tau function τ
Remark 1.11. Notice that the expression (1.47) is not affected by a gauge transformation Γ n (z) → BΓ n (z), with B ∈ GL(2, C) a z-independent nondegenerate matrix.
Theorem 1.12. We have τ
where τ I n (λ 1 , ..., λ n ; ν) is defined in (1.47) and τ n (λ 1 , ..., λ n ; ν) is defined in (1.33).
The proof is contained in Sec. 2.1. In the terminology of [JM80] , the isomonodromic system (1.47) is obtained by a sequence of n discrete Schlesinger transformations at the points z = λ 2 1 , ..., λ 2 n of the ODE (1.25). We are applying here the RHP approach to Schlesinger transformations introduced in [BC15].
The limit n → ∞
Consider the (2,1)-entry of the jump matrix (1.36); the following identity
holds uniformly over compact sets in |z| < min j |λ j | 2 . Together with the definition of the Miwa times (1.22) it suggests to consider the phase function
The Miwa times uniquely determine the n values λ j up to permutations; however they clearly are not independent from each other for any fixed n. In principle we would like to set t ℓ = 0 for all ℓ greater than some chosen (and fixed) K ≥ 0. This is not possible in the literal sense but the strategy outlined in [BC17] applies here too. In brief it says that we can choose the λ j 's in such a way that, as n → ∞ the corresponding Miwa times tend to some preassigned t of the form (t 0 , . . . , t K , 0, 0, . . . ). Keeping this in mind we will dispose of these details and formally set
(1.52)
We then consider the RHP 1.13 below which is the (formal) reduction of RHP 1.8 by setting to zero the Miwa times t K+1 = t K+2 = · · · = 0.
Therefore from now on we agree that t := (t 0 , t 1 , ..., t K , 0, 0, ...), where we remind that K is fixed but arbitrary. We also assume that t K = 0 satisfies
Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1.13. Find a 2 × 2 matrix Γ(z; t), analytic for z ∈ C \ Σ satisfying the following jump condition along Σ and the normalization condition at infinity
for some function a(t) of t independent of z.
The considerations regarding the uniqueness exposed in Rem. 1.10 apply equally well here; the solution of RHP 1.13 for t = (0, 0, ...) is Γ 0 (z) defined in (1.44) by construction, satisfying (1.54), (1.55) and (1.56) with a(0, 0, ...) = 1−4ν 2 32 . Repeating the arguments of Sec. 1.4, assuming therefore that the unique solution Γ(z; t) to RHP (1.13) exists, we get a compatible system of linear ODEs ∂Ψ(z; t) ∂z = A(z; t)Ψ(z; t), ∂Ψ(z; t) ∂t ℓ = Ω ℓ (z; t)Ψ(z; t), ℓ = 0, ..., K (1.57)
for the matrix Ψ(z; t) := Γ(z; t)e −ϑ(z;t)σ3 .
(1.58)
More precisely we have the following Lemma, which is proven in Sec. 2.2.
Lemma 1.14. The matrices Ω ℓ (z; t) are polynomials in z of degree ℓ + 1 which can be written as
where () + denotes the polynomial part 7 of a Laurent expansion in z around z = ∞. The matrix A(z; t) is a rational matrix with a simple pole at z = 0 which can be written as
The system (1.57) is again an isomonodromic system in the sense of [JMU81] and its isomonodromic tau function τ I (t; ν) is defined by
The meaning of the residue in (1.61) is formal and means simply (minus) the coefficient of the power z −1 of a formal power series; in this regard we observe that Γ −1 (z; t)Γ ′ (z; t)σ 3 √ z 2ℓ+1 is a power series in integer powers of z only, thanks to (1.41).
Following arguments similar to [BC17, Prop. 3.6] we could also show that the solution of RHP 1.13 exists in a domain of the form: |t 0 | < 2, max j≥1 |t j | < ǫ (for some ǫ > 0) and arg t K is a suitable range implied by (1.53). This would allow us to conclude that log τ I (t; ν) is analytic in the same domain (i.e. τ I does not vanish) and moreover that it admits an asymptotic expansion as t → 0 within the same domain. These considerations, while important, are not really necessary for the purposes of the present paper; in principle, the width of the domain of the asymptotic expansion indicates the Gevrey class of the function and hence the order of growth of the coefficients.
In view of the above discussion we shall identify τ I (t; ν) = τ (t; ν) in all the formal computations below; in particular the proofs of Thm.s 1.1 and 1.4, contained in Sec. 2.3 and 2.4 resp., exploit the expression for the logarithmic derivatives of the BGW tau function in terms of the Jimbo-Miwa-Ueno formula, i.e. of the second line in (1.61).
KdV and Painlevé XXXIV hierarchies
It is well known that the Kontsevich-Witten KdV tau function [Wit91, Kon92] provides a solution to the Painlevé I hierarchy [DS90, BC17] . Here we observe that the BGW tau function provides in the same way a solution to the Painlevé XXXIV hierarchy.
More precisely, let us call x := t 0 and introduce
which is a solution to the KdV hierarchy
satisfying the initial condition
as we shall compute below in Sect. 1.6.1, see (1.82). In (1.63) we denote L ℓ [u] the Lenard-Magri differential polynomials, normalized as
(1.65)
Let us now write the Virasoro constraint L 0 τ = 0, see (1.12), as
and taking two derivatives in x we have
The following proposition then follows from the definition (1.62) of u and the KdV hierarchy equations (1.63).
Proposition 1.15. If we set t ℓ = 0 for ℓ ≥ K + 1 as above, then u(x; t 1 , ..., t K ; ν) solves the Kth member of the PXXXIV hierarchy;
which is an ODE in x, where t 1 , ..., t K are regarded as parameters.
The Painlevé XXXIV hierarchy has been considered in [CJP99] and it is related by a Miura transformation to the Painlevé II hierarchy, first introduced in [FN80] .
For example, the case K = 1 in (1.68) is in the sense that the Miura transformation
is a one-to-one map between solutions to (1.71) and to (1.72). Using (2.62), (2.63) and (2.64) we can write down explicitly the Lax pair for (1.69) as
(1.74)
where ,
for (1.71) in v directly.
The bare tau function
We now compute the "bare" tau function for t = (x, 0, 0, . . . ) using the solution of the bare RHP. The time x = t 0 is related to scalings of the variable z in the RHP 1.13; hence, restricting to real values of x for simplicity, we have
where we assume −2 < x < 2 and take the principal branch of the square roots. At the level of asymptotic expansions, we are replacing √ z → 1 − for some nonvanishing integration constant C = 0, which indicates that RHP 1.13 for t = (x, 0, ...) is solvable for all values of x = 2.
Note. During the submission phase we were made aware that some of the formulas (Thm. 1.1) will appear in a forthcoming work by B. Dubrovin, D. Yang and D. Zagier [DYZ] . The methods employed in the respective papers are however substantially different.
Proofs
2.1 Proof of Thm. 1.12
In this section we prove Thm. 1.12; the approach is exactly parallel to that in [BC17, App. A], which we refer to for further details (see also [BR17] ).
The characteristic matrix
Following [BC15] we introduce the characteristic matrix
where e 1 = 1 0 , e 2 = 0 1 , and the index in e 1+k is understood mod 2 (e.g. e 3 = e 1 , e 4 = e 2 ); Γ 0 (z)
is as in (1.44), and note that the gauge factor of (1.44) is irrelevant here, as G j,k is invariant under Γ 0 → BΓ 0 for any B ∈ GL(2, C). The residue in (2.1) is by definition a formal residue, i.e. we regard
as a formal power series and the formal residue is simply the coefficient of z −1 . It can be checked that thanks to the property (1.41) the expression (2.2) contains integer powers of z only.
where the proportionality constant C (irrelevant in the following) is
Proof. Let us consider the case − π 2 < arg λ j < π 2 first; by the definition (2.1) and simple algebra using (1.32), we see that the (2m + 1)th, resp. (2m + 2)th, column of G is the second, resp. the first, entry in the row vector coefficient of z −m in
where j is the row index of the columns of G. Hence we note that the first column of G is given by [e −2λj ξ 1 (λ j )] up to a linear combination of the previous (even) columns. Now we recall [AS65]
and so
It follows that the matrices G and [(−1)
differ by multiplication by a unimodular matrix, more precisely by a triangular matrix with 1's along the diagonal; in particular they have the same determinant and Proposition is proven when − π 2 < arg λ j < π 2 . The case when π 2 < ± arg λ j < π is completely analogous so we just briefly comment on the differences; expression (2.5), in view of (2.1) and (1.32), must be replaced by
while the recursion (2.7) must be replaced by
which is again a consequence of (2.6). Hence (2.8) holds true in the case π 2 < ± arg λ j < π as well and as above, taking care of the ±'s and ±i's, we have the thesis.
Schlesinger transform and Malgrange form
Proposition 2.2. Suppose RHP 1.8 has a solution Γ n (z). Then there exists a rational matrix R n (z) with simple poles at z = λ 2 1 , ..., λ 2 n only such that
(2.11)
0 (z) does not have jumps along Σ, while having at worse simple poles at z = λ 2 1 , ..., λ 2 n ; the thesis is now a consequence of Lioville's Theorem.
Hereafter we employ the short notation ∂ j := ∂ ∂λj and we consider the case Re λ j ≥ 0 only for clarity's sake; the general case is a straightforward generalization.
The following variational formula has been proven in [BC15, App. B];
(2.13) We are ready to give the proof of Thm. 1.12; let us compute the Malgrange form
by using
z+σ3 . After some elementary steps 8 we obtain
8 Which are explained in detail in [BC15, BC17, BR17] .
and by using the identities
we obtain (comparing with (2.12))
as res
Introducing now the matrices
which are analytic at z = λ 2 k and satisfy
k we compute each summand in the right-hand side of (2.17) as
From (2.17) we get, after a simple integration,
In view of (2.3) and (1.33) the proof of Thm. 1.12 is complete by observing that the isomonodromic tau function is defined only up to multiplicative constants by ∂ j log τ I n = ω(∂ j ), see (1.47).
Proof of Lemma 1.14
In this proof we omit the dependence on (z; t). The matrix Ω ℓ = ∂Ψ ∂t ℓ Ψ −1 (with Ψ as in (1.58)) has no jumps along Σ. In principle it may have an isolated singularity at z = 0 (a pole or worse); however this cannot happen because of condition (1.55). Therefore Ω ℓ has a removable singularity at z = 0 and thus extends to an entire function. From inspection of the asymptotic behaviour of Ψ at ∞, it follows that Ω ℓ is an entire function of z with polynomial growth at z = ∞. By the Liouville Theorem Ω ℓ is a polynomial of z, which coincides then with the polynomial part of its asymptotic expansion;
(2.21) where the first term vanishes thank to our choice of normalization in (1.56).
The same reasoning applies to A = Ψ ′ Ψ −1 , with the only exception that, in view of growth condition at z = 0 (1.55), A has a simple pole at z = 0. It follows by the Liouville Theorem that A is a rational function of z, which coincides then with the Laurent expansion at ∞ truncated at the term in z −1 ; namely
where again the term indicated vanishes thank to our choice of normalization in (1.56).
Remark 2.3. The expression (1.60) for t = 0 coincides with the ODE (1.25) up to the gauge transformation (1.44); indeed, using the expression (2.63) below for Ω 0 and the initial conditions a(0, 0, .
(which are read off the expansion of Γ 0 (z)) we see that (1.60) reduces to The proof of Thm. 1.1 follows from the same algebraic manipulations first introduced in [BDY16] which have subsequently appeared many times, e.g. in [BDY15, DY17, BR17] and it is explained in detail for the reader's convenience.
One-point function
We use (1.61) to compute
where we have used Γ = Ψe ϑσ3 ; evaluation at t = 0 of (2.24) gives, recalling definition (1.3),
where Ξ(z) has been defined in (1.24), and we have used the ODE (1.25); in (2.26) we identify Ξ(z) with its asymptotic expansion at z = ∞.
Lemma 2.4. We have, at the level of asymptotic expansions,
where U(z; ν) is defined in (1.4).
Proof. We compute U(z; ν) in the sector α 1 < arg z < α 2 , the result holds in every sector due the fact that Ξ(z) has the same asymptotic expansion in every sector by construction. Hence we compute
From the ODE (1.25) we deduce
(2.29) from which we obtain the system of ODEs
(2.30) Consider, at the formal level, the following integral transform
for which
Hence, by (2.30) and (2.32), the formal series U 11 (t), U 12 (t), U 21 (t) satisfy the system
(2.33) Solving for U 11 (t) and U 21 (t) from the first two equations in (2.33) we obtain
and inserting this in the third equation in (2.33) we obtain ODE
Now, from the expansions [AS65]
is a power series containing only negative odd powers of √ z and so, from (2.31),
is a power series containing only positive even powers of t. Hence we are interested in even power series solutions U 12 (t) = 1 + O(t 2 ) of the ODE (2.35); by the Frobenius method it is possible to conclude that there exists exactly one such solution, which can be written in closed form in terms of the Gauss hypergeometric function
Finally, recalling transformation (2.31) we have
which simplifies to the (1,2)-entry in (1.4) by the identity (2k)! = 2 k k!(2k − 1)!!. The other entries of (1.4) are obtained by substituting (2.40) into (2.34).
Returning now to (2.26), we compute using (1.4)
2.4 Proof of Thm. 1.4
Here we prove Thm. 1.4; hereafter we drop the explicit notation of dependence on z, t, ν and denote
Preliminaries
We collect here some simple results that will be needed below.
Lemma 2.6. The following identity holds true for all k ≥ 0;
and, by direct use of (1.61) we also find ∂ 0 log τ = 2a, (2.65)
We compute from (1.60)
Substitution in (2.54) shows that for all k ≥ 0 we have
where we use (2.57) and the fact that AΨ = Ψ ′ ; the last identity implies L0τ τ = C for some constant C; evaluation at t ℓ = 0, i.e. t ℓ = −2δ ℓ,0 , using the definition of L 0 in (1.12) shows that
where we use ∂ 0 log τ | t=0 =
1−4ν
2 16 , which follows either by the explicit formula (1.5) or by (1.81) with x = 0. Therefore L 0 τ = 0.
Remark 2.8. The constraint L 0 τ = 0 follows also from the dilation covariance of the RHP 1.13. Concretely, the matrix Ψ(e u z; t) (u ∈ R) satisfies the same jump condition as Ψ(z; t), as the latter has been defined in (1.58) and satisfies a jump condition with matrices independent of z, t; further we have the boundary behaviour
where t ℓ (u) := e 2ℓ+1 2 u t ℓ . It follows that e u 4 σ3 Γ(e u z; t(−u)) solves RHP 1.13, the solution of which is unique, hence Γ(z; t) = e Therefore, for all k ≥ 0 we have
and the last expression does not depend on u by construction; setting the first variation in u equal to zero we recover ∂ k L0τ τ = 0 for all k ≥ 0, from which we can derive L 0 τ = 0 as above. Note that due to the special point z = 0, RHP 1.13 does not have a translation covariance property.
Proof of L
As a consequence of the recursion
where () 0 denotes the constant term in z, we multiply (2.67) by z to get
and we use (2.54) with k → k + 1:
where we have used (2.57) and AΨ = Ψ ′ .
Lemma 2.9. We have which is easily checked using (2.63).
Back to the proof of L 1 τ = 0, we see from the last line of (2.75) together with Lemma 2.9 that we have proven ∂ k L1τ τ = 0 for all k ≥ 0. Hence L 1 τ = Cτ for some constant C; evaluation at t = (0, 0, ...) shows that C = 0, e.g. by using (1.1), and so L 1 τ = 0. where a = a(t), ..., e = e(t) are as in (2.62).
Proof of Lemma 2.10. Since (z 2 Ψ) ′ satisfies the same jump condition as Ψ along Σ, it follows that the ratio (z 2 Ψ) ′ Ψ −1 is an entire matrix-valued function; indeed from (1.55) we see that this ratio is analytic also at z = 0. Since this ratio has polynomial growth at z = ∞, see (1.56), we conclude that (z 2 Ψ) ′ Ψ −1 is actually a polynomial, which coincides with the polynomial part of its expansion at z = ∞; From the last line of (2.86) combined with Lemma 2.11 we obtain ∂ k L2τ τ = 0, for all k ≥ 0. It follows that L 2 τ = Cτ for some integration constant C; evaluation at t = (0, 0, ...) shows that C = 0, e.g. by using (1.1), and so L 2 τ = 0.
2.4.5 Proof of Thm. 1.4
It remains to show that L n+1 τ = 0 for n ≥ 2. The proof is given by induction on n ≥ 2: assume that L n τ = 0 for some n ≥ 2, then exploiting the Virasoro commutation relation (1.13) we have
and the proof of Thm. 1.4 is complete.
A Tables of low genus n-point intersection numbers (n = 2, 3, 4)
We introduce the notation 
